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The maximum operating temperature reported so far for THz-QCLs is �200 K. With the well-known

degradation mechanism of thermally activated LO-phonon scattering, one straightforward strategy to

improve their temperature performances is the use of diagonal structures in which the upper-to-lower

state scattering time is lengthened. However, the effectiveness of this method for achieving room

temperature operation remains to be demonstrated. Here, we studied the temperature degradation of

highly diagonal GaAs/Al0.15GaAs THz-QCLs. By analyzing their output power dependence on tem-

perature, we identified the physical mechanism that limits their performance to be thermally activated

leakage into the continuum, as evidenced by the large activation energy of �80 meV extracted from

the Arrhenius plot. This observation is further supported by a careful analysis of current-voltage char-

acteristics, especially in regions of high biases. In order to significantly improve the temperature per-

formances of diagonal THz-QCLs, this leakage should be eliminated. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4937455]

The maximum operating temperature (Tmax) reported

so far for a pulsed operation of terahertz quantum cascade

lasers (THz-QCLs) is �200 K.1 For THz-QCLs based on

spatially vertical transitions, the major physical mechanism

that limits Tmax and reduces the population inversion at ele-

vated temperatures is thermally activated LO-phonon scat-

tering from the upper-to-lower lasing level.2 Therefore, one

straightforward strategy for overcoming the temperature

degradation of THz-QCLs is by reducing the thermally acti-

vated LO-phonon scattering rate by using highly diagonal

structures3 (see Figure 1). However, the effectiveness of

this method for achieving significantly higher Tmax values

than �200 K remains to be demonstrated. The reason for

the lack of improvement is unclear, and till date, the limit-

ing mechanism has not been identified. Here, we studied

the temperature degradation of GaAs/Al0.15GaAs-based

highly diagonal THz-QCLs and identified the mechanism

that limits their performance.

The theoretically expected behavior of the output power

dependence on temperature for different oscillator strength

values is simulated in Figure 1. The simulation was conducted

similarly to that presented in Ref. 2. The only temperature de-

pendent mechanism that was included for this calculation is

the thermally activated LO-phonon scattering between the

upper and lower lasing states. The activation energy barrier,

Ea ¼ ELO � h�, is the same for similar lasing energies. It is

clear from the theoretical results that when the oscillator

strength between these states is reduced, which corresponds to

a greater spatial separation of the upper- and lower-state

wavefunctions, the normalized output power versus tempera-

ture yields higher relative values at elevated temperatures.

Since the emission power is proportional to the unclamped

population inversion,2 this slower temperature degradation for

diagonal structures should result in a higher Tmax. Clearly, this

behavior is due to a higher raw LO-phonon scattering time,

sLO, and consequently longer thermally activated LO-phonon

scattering time, sul ¼ sLO � e
ELO�h�

kT , where, ELO is the

LO-phonon energy, h� is the photon energy, and kT is the

thermal energy (k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the

temperature). Accordingly, when the oscillator strength is

reduced from f¼ 1 to f¼ 0.2, the Tmax is supposed to increase

significantly.

FIG. 1. Simulated normalized output power versus temperature curves with

reduced oscillator strength: f¼ 1.0, 0.8, 0.2. The only temperature dependent

mechanism that was included in the calculations is the thermally activated

LO-phonon scattering from the upper-to-lower lasing state. The activation

energy barrier, Ea ¼ ELO � h�, is the same (for similar lasing energies) for

all the structures. The oscillator strength is a measure of the degree of diago-

nality in lasing transition, where lower values indicate higher diagonality,

i.e., lower wavefunctions overlap between the upper and lower lasing

states. Due to the increase in the raw LO-phonon scattering time, sLO,

with reducing the oscillator strength and the consequent increase of the ther-

mally activated upper-to-lower state scattering time sul ¼ sLO � e
ELO�h�

kT , the

normalized output power show higher relative values. This slower tempera-

ture degradation for the diagonal structure should lead to a significantly

increased Tmax.a)asafalbo@gmail.com
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For this study, we focused on a highly diagonal THz-

QCL with an oscillator strength of f� 0.2 (device LBD,

design OWI210H-M3 and MBE wafer VB0605) and com-

pared it with a reference QCL (device LBV, design FL183R-

2 and MBE wafer EA1229) with a typical vertical structure

and an oscillator strength of f� 1.0. As a result of the

increased diagonality in device LBD, the calculated sLO was

increased to �1.7 ps (as compared to �0.25 ps for device

LBV) and the upper-to-lower state LO-phonon scattering

time will be always longer than 2 ps at elevated tempera-

tures, which compares favorably to the �0.5-ps extraction

time from the lower state. The notations “D” and “V” in the

devices’ name stand for “Diagonal” and “Vertical” designs,

respectively, and the notation “LB” stands for “low barriers,”

i.e., barriers with the standard composition of 15% alumi-

num. A list of devices, summarizing the details of layer

sequences and parameters, is presented in Table I. We would

like to emphasize that device LBD was doped only at

the centered 17 monolayers (ML) of its wider well (the injec-

tor well) in order to minimize any possible temperature

dependent effects that may result from the dopant impurities

(as, for example, tunneling through impurities).

The band structure, pulsed light-current (L-I) measure-

ments, and lasing spectra of devices LBV and LBD are

shown in Figures 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c), 2(d), respectively.

These devices have similar lasing frequencies around

�4 THz and both exhibit approximately the same Tmax

value. As evidenced from the experimental data, unlike the

theoretical expectations (Figure 1), Tmax did not improve sig-

nificantly upon reducing the oscillator strength from f� 1.0

to 0.2. Furthermore, there is a major difference between the

two devices regarding the deterioration rate of the output

power with increased temperatures. Whereas the maximum

output intensity of device LBV starts to decrease at low tem-

peratures (see the difference between the 6 and 100 K meas-

urements in Figure 2(a)), the maximum output intensity of

device LBD remains nearly constant in this range (see the

measurements at 11 and 112 K in Figure 2(c)), and at higher

temperatures it drops sharply. This distinctive difference

suggests a different thermal degradation mechanism in

TABLE I. The device data. Additional details can be found in Refs. 8 and 9.

Device

Design name

(wafer number)

Lasing

energy (meV)

Oscillator

strength

Expected

activation

energy (meV)

Layer sequence

[#ML], and doping

level Process detailsa

LBV FL183R-2 19 1 17 17/29/6/24/14/58/12/32 MM (Ta/Cu)

(EA1229) 1.9� 1016 cm�3 in 58 ML well Wet etched

LBD OWI210H-M3 16 0.2 20 19.8/29.5/12.8/30.5/16.6/57.6 MM (Ta/Au)

(VB0605) 1.24� 1017 cm�3 in the centered 17 ML of the 57.6 ML well Dry etched

aIn the process details column: the MM stands for metal-metal waveguide, where in the flowing brackets are the metal sequence used. In the lower line, the

type of etching method used in the process is mentioned. In the layer sequence column, the #ML stand for number of monolayers, the bold values in the

sequence indicate barrier layers, the doped layer in the sequence is underscored, and the doping details are elaborated in the following line. Additional details

on the process can be found in Refs. 8 and 9.

FIG. 2. (a) Pulsed light–current meas-

urements for device LBV (FL183R2-

MM), its lasing spectra (inset), and (b)

its band diagram. (c) Pulsed light–

current measurements for device LBD

(VB0605-MM), its lasing spectra (inset),

and (d) its band diagram.
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highly diagonal structures. To study it, we analyzed in-depth

the output power dependence on temperature, based on the

method in Ref. 2.

The normalized maximum output power dependence on

temperature is presented in Figure 3(a). The previously

described observation is clearer from this figure. The output

power of device LBV starts to decrease at low temperatures

around 40 K and deteriorates at a relatively moderate rate, as

predicted by the thermally activated LO-phonon relaxation

mechanism.2 In clear contrast, the output intensity of device

LBD generally remains constant up to �120 K, but above

that value, it drops very sharply.

To identify the physical mechanisms underlying this

behavior, we extracted the activation energies from the

Arrhenius plots according to lnð1� Pout Tð Þ
Poutmax

Þ � ln að Þ � Ea

kT as

performed in Ref. 2, where Pout is the output power and a is

a constant. We argue that this method is still valid for device

LBD even though it shows a saturation in its low temperature

L-I curves which are highly nonlinear (sublinear), Figure

2(c). We postulate our argument on the validity of the output

power being proportional to the stimulated emission rate,

which holds even in the general case of non-linear L-I:

Pout � J � Jth Jð Þ � DJL Jð Þð Þ � 1
sst

, where JthðJÞ and DJLðJÞ
are the current-dependent threshold and leakage currents,

respectively.4 So, as long as a clear exponential decrease of

the output power with temperature increase is experimentally

observed at a constant current, it should be directly related to

a microscopic mechanism that governs the deterioration of

the stimulated emission rate.

The experimental curves and activation energies are pre-

sented in Figure 3(b). The exponential behavior of the nor-

malized power drop is clearly seen over a two-decade span,

especially for the highly diagonal LBD device, thus validat-

ing the activation energy model used in our analysis. A clear

difference was observed between devices LBV and LBD.

The activation energy of device LBD, �80 meV, is much

higher than the value expected from thermally activated

LO-phonon relaxation and is also much higher than the in-

jector to extractor separation of �36 meV, which suggests

that neither thermally activated LO-phonon scattering nor

thermal backfilling is the likely culprit of the temperature

degradation. In contrast, the activation energy value of

device LBV, �20 meV, is in close agreement with the one

predicted by using its measured lasing frequency, indicating

thermally activated LO-phonon relaxation.2

The activation energy value of device LBD suggests

that thermal excitation of carriers occurs for states located

energetically around the barriers’ heights. Such resonances

undergo very strong interactions with the continuum and

thus have significant broadening,5,6 which results in a very

fast escape rate into the continuum. Consequently, once this

leakage channel becomes energetically allowed at high tem-

peratures, the deterioration will be very fast. In contrast, in a

vertical structure, the fast thermally activated LO-phonon

scattering (with a sub-picosecond time scale at elevated

temperatures) starts to dominate the degradation at lower

temperature, and it likely masks this leakage channel to the

continuum at temperatures below Tmax. Accordingly, based

on the above experimental results, our interpretation is that

the main limiting mechanism for device LBD (in terms of

temperature performance) is the thermally activated escape

of the confined carriers into the continuum.

To further examine our interpretation, we investigated

the behavior of the threshold current and the current–voltage

(I–V) curves of both devices. Figure 3(c) shows the threshold

current density, Jth, dependence on temperature. For the ver-

tical structure LBV, Jth rises exponentially at high tempera-

ture and its behavior can be well characterized by the

standard model of Jth(T)¼ JoeT/To with To� 73 K. For the

highly diagonal structure LBD, however, the exponential

FIG. 3. (a) Normalized output light in-

tensity versus temperature and (b)

semi-logarithmic plots of ð1� Pout Tð Þ
Poutmax

Þ
with fittings (dashed lines) and activa-

tion energy values. (c) Threshold cur-

rent densities versus temperature with

T0 values (and data marked for extrac-

tion with extrapolation). The data are

denoted by red squares for device LBV

and by blue circles for device LBD.
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behavior only occurs at temperatures not too close to Tmax,

with a more favorable To� 105 K, whereas at temperatures

near Tmax, a super-exponential rise is observed and Jth rises

sharply. This super-exponential rise in the threshold current

indicates the onset of a new mechanism that affects the las-

ing process especially at high temperatures. This mechanism

is likely the leakage to continuum. The reasoning behind this

interpretation is that due to the high velocity of electrons in

the continuum any small increase in the carrier concentration

there results in highly intensified (parallel leakage) current

that increases sharply with temperature, as experimentally

observed.

The I–V curves of device LBD, measured at several

temperatures (Figure 4), show typical I-V characteristics for

resonant-phonon THz-QCL structures with a pronounced

negative differential resistance (NDR) region at low temper-

atures (see, for example, the I-V curve taken at 11 K). The

NDR occurs when the preceding module injector level 10

(not shown in Fig. 2(d)) is raised above the upper lasing

level 4. Beyond the NDR region, the current increases again

with the bias voltage resulting in a change to positive con-

ductance. A careful analysis of the temperature dependence

of the NDR region is informative. The onset voltage of the

NDR region remains approximately constant with tempera-

ture, as expected since the 10-4 alignment should be approxi-

mately temperature independent. However, the onset voltage

of the positive conductance shifts rapidly to lower biases as

the temperature increases, and it is accompanied by an

upshift of the whole I–V curve. The upshift of the curves is

much intensified at high voltages. This behavior again sug-

gests a leakage channel at high fields, which is consistent

with the high activation energy extracted from Fig. 3(b).

This leakage already dominates the curve shape at tempera-

tures near Tmax � 177 K. For example, see the 172 K curve

highlighted by a thick line in Figure 4, in which the NDR is

entirely wiped out. This disappearance of NDR is correlated

with the sharp increase seen in the threshold current right

below Tmax (Figure 3(c)). Together, it suggests that the leak-

age to the continuum starts dominating the highly diagonal

structure near Tmax, causing a rapid reduction of the upper-

state lifetime.

Based on these observations, we postulate that the

onset of the positive conductance, for device LBD, is due to

thermally activated leakage over the barrier, which

increases exponentially with voltage due to the barrier low-

ering effect (similar to what occurs with dark current in

QWIPs7). Calculations that include this barrier lowering

due to the applied voltage are well correlated with measure-

ments using an escape-barrier height of �140 meV at zero

bias (Figure 4). The calculations were conducted according

to the simple behavior: J ¼ J0 expð� Eb�eV
KBTe
Þ, where Eb is the

zero bias escape-barrier height, eV is the lowering of the

barrier by the applied field, and J0 was estimated with

�30% of the carriers (an approximation for the upper lasing

level population), and a characteristic escape time in the

continuum of 0.05 ps. The lattice temperatures for the cal-

culation are 10, 110, 140, and 170 K. The excess electronic

temperature over the lattice temperature was assumed to be

100 K at zero lattice temperature, and it decreases linearly

with temperature to zero at a lattice temperature of 100 K

and above.2,8 A similar behavior can be shown for carriers

escaping the injector level. The temperature behavior of the

I-V curves at high biases give further support to our inter-

pretation that the main limiting mechanism (for the highly

diagonal structure LBD) is the thermally activated escape

of the confined carriers into the continuum.

In conclusion, we suggest that the mechanism responsi-

ble for performance degradation at high temperatures, in

highly diagonal GaAs/Al0.15GaAs-based THz-QCLs, is the

escape of the carriers into the continuum. This process

should be significantly reduced in order to improve the tem-

perature performance. It is clear that higher barriers than

15% aluminum concentration will be beneficial to reduce

this leakage channel.10,11 However, in these earlier works,

vertical structures were used in which thermally activated

LO-phonon scattering dominate (just like the case for LBV

in this work) and these high-barrier structures did not yield a

better temperature performance. Going forward, highly diag-

onal structures based on higher barriers will significantly

reduce both the thermally activated LO-phonon scattering

and thermal leakage into the continuum. Increasing the alu-

minum concentration can be done in different ways, as, for

example, directly by increasing the ternary composition or

alternatively by growing it as digital alloy. Moreover, there

is more than one higher-band-offset material system where

THz-QCLs have been already demonstrated with reasonable

performances and they can serve as platform for improved

THz-QCLs with reduced leakage of carriers into the contin-

uum. The “first-choice” In0.53Ga0.47As/Al0.48In0.52As/InP

material system is a powerful system for mid-infrared QCLs

and have very large conduction band offset of 520 meV.

However, in the THz region, the relatively strong coupling

demanded by efficient carrier transport requires the growth

of very thin Al0.48In0.52As barriers, which makes the laser

operation characteristics very sensitive to growth variation

and accuracy and limits the laser performances.12,13 Lattice

FIG. 4. Current–voltage curves at different temperatures of device LBD

(blue scale, solid thick lines) in comparison with simulation of over the bar-

rier current leakage that includes barrier-lowering by the applied voltage

(blue scale, thin lines) at the same temperatures of the measurements of de-

vice LBD. The measurements at the lowest temperature and at just below

Tmax are highlighted by thicker blue lines. The onset of the NDR and the

onset of the current leakage at voltages above it, for the 11 K curve, are

marked by blue arrows.
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matched In0.53Ga0.47As/GaAs0.51Sb0.49 THz QCLs in which

the In0.53Ga0.47As barriers are replaced by GaAs0.51Sb0.49

have been recently proposed and demonstrated.14,15 This

material system enables a smaller band offset (360 meV)

together with low barrier effective mass (0.045m0), so

thicker barriers can be used.14,15 Alternatively, for the same

reasons, one can use a quaternary AlInGaAs alloy to replace

the thin Al0.48In0.52As barriers.13 In such AlInGaAs alloy lat-

tice matched to InP, the effective mass remains smaller than

the one of Al0.48In0.52As and the band offset can be tuned

from 0 to 520 meV.13 The superlattice qualities of these new

material systems are still lower than the GaAs/AlGaAs, and

further work needs to be done for their improvement.
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